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Come On Out
for a
Full Day of Fun
with the

Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of the
Potomac
June 19, 2021
Held Outdoors, Rain or Shine!

AKC Sanctioned B-OB Match

Open to AKC Registered Pembroke Welsh
Corgis

JUDGES
Conformation & Showmanship:
John Dugan (Kelticfox)
Obedience & Rally: Ann Pribyl

Questions? Contact Match Chair Darcy Babcock
darbab57@yahoo.com

Corgi Fun Fair

New Location!

Oakside Community Park
2880 Table Rock Rd
Biglerville, PA 17307

8:00-8:30 am Entries accepted and armband pickup
8:30 am

Adult Showmanship Clinic

9:00 am

Ring 1 Conformation Judging &
Showmanship
Ring 2 Obedience & Rally

12:00 pm Lunch and PWCCP General Membership
Meeting
Premium and Entry forms available at

www.pwccp.org

Fo l l o w e d b y

Open to ALL Pembroke &
Cardigan Welsh Corgis

Games, Education, CGC Testing and
More!
Questions? Contact Fun Fair Chair Carol Openhym
CLOpenhym@verizon.net

1:30 pm Meet the Breeders
AKC Canine Good Citizen and Trick
Dog Testing
Corgi Games and Costume Contest
Learn about Performance Activities

The PWCCP reserves the right to ask any attendee(s) to leave an event if it is determined that the behavior of the attendee(s) or their2dog(s)
is/are creating an unsafe situation for others at the event.

FROM THE COVER

Rosie, by Kathy Kelly, digital art

We are an incredibly talented club. We use our talents to breed,
raise, and train our wonderful Pembroke Welsh Corgis, and
many of us have other skills as well. Due to the pandemic, we
once again have
been prevented from
displaying our dog
show talents at our
Specialty, but many
are “showing” their
corgis through their
artistic endeavors.
This issue of The
Tide is dedicated to
our corgis and the
club artists who love
to incorporate them
into their art.

Waterolor by Carolann Van Wyen
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hopefully we are looking in the rear view mirror on freezing cold temperatures and snow.
While the specialty was cancelled for another year due to Covid, the
club is planning to host outdoor activities.
We are planning on hosting a one-day CAT event on April 29. For those
unfamiliar with CAT, these are run at longer distances, and turns are
involved, unlike the Fast CAT.
Next on the agenda is the Match and Fun Fair on June 19. This year
both will be held on the same day. Also at this time is our annual meeting and election of officers.
We will again be hosting our annual Agility trials on July 30, 31, and
August 1.
The rescue picnic will be held in August. As you know this is where we
celebrate the corgis that came through our rescue program and the
families who opened their homes to them.

Editor: Sherrie Biernacki
smbiernacki@gmail.com
Features Editor: Judy Bolin
judy@carlinskennels.com
Editor Back Issues:
Penny Ford-Bezdikian
ppaddywoods@aol.com

The club is planning on holding Fast CAT trials again this fall. I personally ran two dogs last year, just to be able to do some activity with them.
One loved it and has since gotten her BCAT. The other one: the jury is
still out. It is a great way to spend the day with your dog and doesn’t
require any training.
So you can see the club is starting to get back on track after a year of
dealing with Covid. I hope to see you there.
--Michele

Assistant Editors:
Penny Ford-Bezdikian
Carol Jackson
Ann Phillips
Calendar Coordinator: Kathy Hash
trucorgi@msn.com
Columns:
“PWCCP Public Education”
Sarah Houle
sew168@yahoo.com
Newsletter Archives:
Betty Clewis

Springtime: Kara by the Lake
Photo by Carol Jackson
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PWCCP Artists and Their Corgi Inspirations
Carolann Van Wyen--Watercolor
I have been involved with Pembroke Welsh Corgis as an owner, a breeder and showing them in conformation
for over 20 years. For many years I also owned my own business, Vancor Creations, where I created gifts and
show trophies using wood inlay to depict corgis doing what they love to do in all competitive activities and in
daily life.
Since 2018, I have been painting watercolor paintings under the name CVW Watercolors having a designated
page on Facebook and Instagram. Some of my paintings include our beloved Pembroke Welsh Corgis. I enjoy
placing them naturally in a scene or painting them as a portrait. I have donated a few and gifted others. The joy
that this little dog has given me and my family over the years cannot be measured.
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Leon Bezdikian--Paddywoods Stained Glass Studio
When I first became interested in stained glass in the mid-70’s, the pieces produced were small and
created mainly to give as gifts to family members and friends. By the mid-80’s, our Corgi, Paddington,
had joined the family and my interest naturally turned to creating pieces that would appeal to Corgi
enthusiasts; at the same time challenging myself to create larger pieces of different shapes other than
a small rectangle and straight lines.
When Penny and I became members of the PWCCP, I began making Corgi-themed pieces to be raffled off at the Specialties. One year I participated as a vendor and sold a variety of Corgi glass pieces. Some of my most memorable pieces (maybe because of the theme or maybe because they gave
me a good challenge during the design, execution, and assembly stages) are illustrated in the photos:
1.
Corgi Witch — This was done as a whimsical piece; one of my favorites
2.
The Watering Hole — Inspired from a design by Linda Ozelis
3.
Corgi and Coy — Carrie Harris commissioned this piece which she presented to a friend who
put a title on her Corgi.
4.
The Pesky Puppy — A piece created for a Specialty Raffle
5.
The Corgi Line Up – Created for the 2007 Specialty Raffle

1. Corgi Witch

2. The Watering
Hole

3. Corgi and Coy

4. Pesky Puppy

5. The Corgi Line Up
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Kathy Kelly--Digital Art
My love affair with Corgis began in the summer of 1966. I was only 10 years old at the time and visiting my grandparents
who lived in a sleepy New England town called Norfolk, Connecticut. Back then, Norfolk was home to about 450 families.
Surrounded by three national parks and the home of the Yale Summer School of Music, this quaint New England town
became a retreat for famous poets and artists.
Not far from the Village Center, up on a hill, was the Norfolk Country Club featuring a nine-hole golf course and tennis
courts. My grandfather, then an avid golfer, had signed me up for summer tennis lessons while he would rent a golf cart
and “play a round.” It was here that I met my first Pembroke Welsh Corgi. His name was “Mr. Charles.”
Mr. Charles was a handsome red and white “Pem” with bright intelligent eyes and a calm expression. He sat straight up in
the passenger seat of a gleaming white golf cart waiting patiently for his owner, a dignified gentleman who was checking
out his gold clubs. Stunned, I looked at the sign that hung just above the “checkout” counter that clearly stated “No Food
or Pets Allowed.” Then watched in amazement as the dog’s owner hopped into the cart, nodded to the dog as if to say
“okay then” and proceeded down the Green to the first hole.
At this point, I turned to my grandfather, tugged at his sleeve, and pointed to the departing cart and dog. “Oh, that’s Mr.
Charles” he said. As if that explained everything. I must have looked confused for then my grandfather continued. “Mr.
Charles is very well behaved. He’s the only dog allowed on the golf course.” I was smitten.
Thirty years passed before I saw another Pembroke Welsh Corgi. I was walking to a friend’s house in Rockville, Maryland
when I came upon a lady walking her dog. To my amazement, it looked just like “Mr. Charles.” I rushed up to her, told her
how adorable her dog was, and inquired about its breed. Ruefully, I thought to myself, “This woman is going to think I’m
crazy.” But she didn’t seem surprised in the least, as if total strangers rushing up to her and giving her dog accolades was
an everyday occurrence. She smiled, told me it was a Pembroke Welsh Corgi, “not to be confused with the Cardigan.”
She let me pet her dog and I marveled at its happy expression, soft silky ears, and wiggly backside. It was at that moment, I knew. There would be a Pembroke Welsh Corgi in my “not so distant” future.
Shortly afterwards, my husband Stephon and I began researching the breed. We attended Corgi events in Maryland and
Pennsylvania, spoke to breeders, and when we moved into our house in 2000, we bought our first Corgi; a handsome
Red and White we called Shakespeare.

Jack (left), Young Girl with Corgi (above)
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Carol Lord Openhym--Quilting
Below are a number of specialty quilts I’ve made and donated over the years. I sometimes will tie the
design into the specialty theme, though that is not always the case.
I’ll pick out a design and then use my embroidery machine to add the corgis into the scenes. I purchase stock designs so there are some limitations, but there is a lot available.

Covered bridge quilt made for the PWCCA

This quilt is a special one because it is based on
the scene at Saddleback Lake and Saddleback
Mountain in Rangeley, Maine.
For the Corgis in Paris Specialty
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Sherrie Biernacki--Pencil Drawings and Oil Painting
Ever since childhood I’ve enjoyed making art. I pursued a career involving words instead, but later
in life renewed my interest in art through taking classes in drawing, painting, and digital art. All the
different media I tried, I think the simple graphite pencil on paper is my favorite. There is something
about black and white that speaks volumes. Dogs have made an excellent subject for my pictures,
and as I draw or paint them, I gain a new appreciation of my corgis as I study each detail in an attempt to reproduce their images. And being a hobbyist, not a fully trained professional, I find dogs
easier to draw and paint than humans!

Nicki, graphite pencil on
paper

Bennett, oil painting mounted
on a 33 and a half record

Jack, graphite pencil on
paper
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Glenna Felty (Moosewood) Embroidery
When I began to create my own embroidery patterns, I concentrated on Corgis. Partly because
Corgis sell and I have Corgis but mainly because they are so cute and silly. It’s easy picturing them
dressed as bees, riding scooters, and showing off the classic corgi bun! I prefer a “kawaii” or “cute”
look for my designs. I want people to smile or even laugh when they see my latest creations. I like
to include all color corgi options; red/whites, tris, and red headed tris and even Fluffs! Some of my
designs even have nub or tail options. I love hearing “OMG that looks like my Corgi!”. Chances are,
however, it is! I use the pictures I take of Corgis for inspiration and in my art, most recently in some
paintings on tables and baskets. But I love the flexibility of embroidery. I can change the look of the
design by just changing colored thread. There is nothing cuter than a fairy corgi with sparkle wings!
How I create: It begins with a doodle, inspired by the blue and white striped shirts. I use an embroidery design program to slowly create the image in thread. Once the image is digitized, keeping blocks
of color together but also making sure the layers are in order, I stitch the design on scraps of fabric
with my 6 needle Embroidery machine. Rarely does the pattern look great the first time. So I correct
any problems and stitch again and again until I’m happy with the results.
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Ann Marie Devoles--Watercolor
Anne Marie does not paint corgis, but she does enjoy painting scenery with her corgi, Lewie, by her
side.
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Legislative News
Over the past few weeks, the Standing Committees of the Maryland Legislature have been busy holding hearings on numerous bills in preparation for floor action by the full House and Senate.
House Bill 81 and Senate Bill 122- Dogs Outdoors in Adverse Weather
HB 81 and SB 122 are cross-filed reintroductions of legislation entitled “Unattended Dogs in Extreme
Weather” from last session. As explained in a previous alert, these identical bills place limitations on
dogs being outdoors and unattended when the weather is outside a certain temperature range.
The bills include exemptions for hunting, livestock herding, sledding, sporting, or training which AKC
GR worked with the sponsors last session to include. AKC continues to ask for an additional exemption for acclimation to protect those who are humanely acclimating their dogs to weather in order to
perform certain tasks.
In addition, since the sponsors have stated that removing the specific temperatures is non-negotiable,
AKC GR has been seeking an amendment to ensure that dogs that cannot meet the established absolute temperatures are protected by including the age, breed, general health, or condition of the dog
and its ability to withstand the environment as an additional determining factor.
House Bill 293 and Senate Bill 200 – Hunting Regulations
HB 293 and SB 200 are reintroductions of legislation from last session which sought to prohibit a person from sponsoring, conducting, or participating in certain organized contests that have the objective of hunting or killing certain wildlife for prizes or monetary awards. As reintroduced this session,
the bills contain the amended language that AKC GR and the Sportsmen Alliance requested in 2020
to exclude lawful dog training or dog competition events. This will ensure that field trials and other
American Kennel Club (AKC) sanctioned events are not impacted if the legislation is enacted.
(Information taken from AKC Government Relations Department Email.)
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RESCUE NEWS
By Pat Koons
Jane Burrows gave a donation to rescue in memory of Gayle Lape’s Ruddy, and Deb Wimer’s
Simms. She also gave a donation in memory of Katie Rash’s Gayheart’s Spiced Rum (Betty),
who was from Derry’s last litter.
Lily is the only dog in rescue at this point. I have had no other dogs since last summer.
I have been working with three families who have Corgis from puppy mills whose dogs have
bitten people, so we can’t take them. I told the families to work with their vet, trainers, or
a behaviorist, or have the dogs put down.
I am always looking for foster homes in case a dog does come into rescue. The club
will pay for transportation costs, gas, vet visits, food and anything else that is needed for the foster
dog. Committee members are available to help if there are any problems with the foster dog. I am
easily reached for help. The foster person is not responsible for finding a home for
the foster dog. The committee goes through our applications, finds out if someone may be interested,
checks all references, and then lets the person or persons meet the dog.
I do not post pictures on the web site for people to see. Since we have so few dogs, I don’t want calls
because people have fallen in love with a picture.
I continue to receive many applications. My all time high was four in one day. I do contact people immediately upon receiving the application. Sometimes I try to talk people out of a Corgi, and suggest
another breed or a mix breed. I tell folks to contact Deb Wimer, or our breeders if they think they want
a Corgi, and may be open to a puppy. Deb and I work very closely together and send people to each
other. We are sometimes on the phone with folks for hours as we feel education is very important.
Thanks to all of the breeders who are willing to take time to talk to folks who have been referred by
Deb Wimer and me.
Reminder: The club rescue works in a hundred mile radius of DC. Since Garden State no longer
does rescue, Mayflower has taken over NJ and DE. They contact me if they need some help.
Please, please do not contact me about dogs that are posted on Facebook, any website, or listed at a
shelter, vet, etc. You may send my info to someone so they can contact me. It is overwhelming to get
calls, emails and messages about a dog that is listed somewhere.
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The following individuals or businesses have supported The Tide, either by purchasing a business card advertisement or by allowing their photography or artwork to be used in The Tide. We are very grateful to everyone
who provided artwork or photographs, regardless of whether they submitted a business card for inclusion on
this page.

PWCCP RESCUE

Pat Koons, Chairperson
3303 Days Mill Rd
York, PA 17408-7382
717-793-0330
silverrodell@comcast.net
www.pwccp.org
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2021 MEETINGS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
  Saturday  June  5th  1pm  (Zoom)

The calendar is compiled by Kathy
Kelly, Calendar Coordinator.
Please send any updates or corrections to kitkat1662@gmail.com.

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS
  Saturday  April  17th  3pm  (Zoom)
  Saturday  June  19th,  Annual  PWCCP  B-OB  Rally  Match
TBA
The general membership meeting, election of officers and 2020 awards presentation
will be held during the lunch break.
  August  21st  Annual  PWCCP  Rescue  Picnic
The Johnsville Ruritan Club Picnic Pavilion, 11100 Clover Drive, Union Bridge, MD
21791
The general membership meeting will be held following lunch.
  TBA,  Annual  PWCCP  Holiday  Dinner
TBA
The general membership meeting will be held following dinner.
2021 SHOWS & EVENTS
  Thursday,  April  29th,  PWCCP  All-Breed  CAT  Back-to-Back
White Post Restorations 400 White Post Road White Post, VA 22663
Chair: Carol Schwartz carted1@comcast.net, (410) 236-2034
Co-Chair: Sherrie Biernacki, smbiernacki@gmail.com (301) 428-9848
Trial Secretary: Ching-Yao Yu ching@cyu.com sugarloafmountainracing.com
PO Box 305, Damascus, MD 20872
Judges: Andie Hockensmith
Becky Menapace
  Saturday  June  19th,  Annual  PWCCP  FunFair
Location: Oakside Community Park, Biglerville, PA
Chair: Carol Openhym, CLOpenhym@verizon.net (410) 296-5097
Co-Chair: Sherrie Biernacki, smbiernacki@gmail.com (301) 428-9848
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Calendar, Continued

  Saturday  June  19th,  Annual  PWCCP  B-OB  Rally  Match
Location: Oakside Community Park, Biglerville, PA
Event Chair: Jen Reynolds reynjen@gmail.com (410) 259-8756
Match Chair: Darcy Babcock darbab57@yahoo.com (301) 503-3557
Judges:
Breed ~ John Dugan (KELTICFOX)
Obedience / Rally ~ Ann Pribyl
The general membership meeting, election of officers and 2020 awards presentation
will be held during the lunch break.
  Friday,  Saturday,  Sunday,  July  30th,  31st,  August  1st  Annual  PWCCP  All-Breed 
AGILITY TRIAL
Belle Vista Training Center, 730 Mount Airy Road, Lewisberry, PA 17339
Chair: Sharon Leh Tsleh123@comcast.net (717) 507-0388
Co-Chair: Kim Tilbury, koko7brooke@icloud.com (540) 943-5170
Trial Secretary: Stephanie Capkovic and Rob Kripaitis 730 Mount Airy Road, Lewisberry, PA 17339 trialsec@bvtrainingcenter.com (717) 542-0427
Judge: Elliot Kaplan
  Saturday,  August  21st,  Annual  PWCCP  Rescue  Picnic
The Johnsville Ruritan Club Picnic Pavilion, 11100 Clover Drive, Union Bridge, MD
21791
Chairs: Kathy Kelly and Stephon Collins kitkat1662@gmail.com (301) 367-7709,
stephsr@yahoo.com (301) 325-2969
The general membership meeting will be held following lunch.
2021 PWCCP Supported Entries & Non-Supported Shows
(Supported in bold type)
  Saturday  April  24th,  Cherry  Blossom  Cluster 
Maryland State Fairgrounds 2200 York Rd. Timonium, MD 21093
Old Dominion Kennel Club of Northern Virginia
Judge: Mrs. Deborah B. Shindle (Provisional)
  Sunday  April  25th,  Cherry  Blossom  Cluster 
Maryland State Fairgrounds 2200 York Rd. Timonium, MD 21093
Baltimore County Kennel Club
Judge: Mr. James S. Albrecht
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Calendar, Continued

  Saturday  July  3rd
Meadow Event Park 13191 Dawn Blvd. Doswell, VA 23047
Tidewater Kennel Club of Virginia
Judge: TBA
  Sunday  July  4th 
Meadow Event Park 13191 Dawn Blvd. Doswell, VA 23047
Tidewater Kennel Club of Virginia
Judge: TBA
2022 MEETINGS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
  Saturday,  TBA
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS
  Thursday  April  21st  Specialty  Shows &  Trials
Delta Hotel Marriott 245 Shawan Road Hunt Valley, Maryland 21031
The general membership meeting and presentation of 2021 awards will be held after
judging on Thursday at the show site.
2022 SHOWS & EVENTS
  Wednesday-Thursday-Friday,  April  20th -  22nd  ,45th &  46th  Independent  SPECIALTY SHOW, OBEDIENCE & RALLY TRIALS
Delta Hotel Marriott 245 Shawan Road Hunt Valley, Maryland 21031
Chair: Jen Crivelli jencrivelli@gmail.com, tuscanycorgis@gmail.com, (443) 285-3426
Co-Chair: Vicki Trexler vtrexler@gmail.com, (757) 477-4770
Obedience Chair: Lolly Clarke jlaurenclarke@gmail.com (610) 331-3755
Rally Chair: Ann Pribyl pempal17@gmail.com (443) 690-2867
Show Secretary: Rhonda Toren showsec@clantryre.net 5474 Delphinium Ct., Columbia, MD 21045. Ph (410) 997-3698. Fax (410) 997-7918
Judges:
Sweepstakes ~ Ms. Melody Kist (HARMONY)
Obedience / Rally ~ Mrs. Cheryl Pratt
Breed ~ Barbara du Pree (CURIG) Thursday
Breed ~ Mr. William (Bill) P. Shelton (COVENTRY) Friday
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ADVERTISING IN THE TIDE
Advertising in The Tide is limited to PWCCP members and PWCCA-affiliate club members. Advertising rates
for non-PWCCP members (unless invited to advertise because of a PWCCP specialty or match win) and commercial businesses are double the PWCCP member rates and are subject to approval by the editor. Advertising on the front cover or on page two is available by invitation from the editor.
Please review the following guidelines so that all the information that you wish to include is provided
to us. This will prevent us from having to request additional information and will help to avoid confusion by having everything submitted at the same time.
Any or all of the following items may be submitted:
Registered and call name of the dog.
Sire and dam. It is generally a good idea to include the sire and dam for conformation Corgis. Sire and 		
dam may be included for performance dogs. Rescue Corgis in performance under the AKC PALS program
would not have a breed history, so would not have this included.
What was achieved? What accomplishment(s) are you advertising?
Where was it achieved (location and show)?
Under which judge?
On what date?
Breeder (may be acknowledged formally or with such phrases as heartfelt thanks, etc.)
Handler (including owner/handler and in the case of a handler not the owner may include thank yous).
Owner (in the case of a particularly crowded ad, where the owner/handler is pictured, this can be noted in
the picture).
Photos: You must supply the name of the photographer or studio, even if you took the pictures yourself. It
is the policy of The Tide to give attribution on all photos. Attribution is a legal requirement for professional
photos. If there are special circumstances where the photographer is not known, please discuss with the
Advertising Editor, or with the Editor.
People in the photos: Judge and professional handler may be identified out of courtesy and as helpful information. Owner/handler is optional if ad is submitted by the owner/handler.
Kennel logos are a good idea and may be included.
Phone numbers, addresses, and email of breeders can be included by the breeder or with permission of the
breeder if they are the advertiser, a member or if they co-own the dog with the advertiser. Publication of
non-club members’ names, addresses, and phone numbers may be listed in the Tide for those who co-own
dogs with the advertiser.
Finally, include any special text or explanations. (Please note that space is limited, and a long text will result in much smaller pictures, etc.)
Advertising rates for PWCCP members:
Front Cover Ad:				$50.00
includes up to 7.5” wide x 4.5” high “Cover Story” ad on an inside page to go with the cover ad.
Full Page Ad 					$35.00
Half Page Ad 					$25.00
Business Card 				$7.50
A 10% discount for four ads or business card ads in a year. Full payment for four ads must be
made at the time of the first ad. The front cover is not included in discount ads.
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